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In this concise account of why America used atomic bombs against Japan in 1945, J. Samuel

Walker analyzes the reasons behind President Truman's most controversial decision.

Delineating what was known and not known by American leaders at the time, Walker evaluates

the options available for ending the war with Japan. In this new edition, Walker incorporates a

decade of new research--mostly from Japanese archives only recently made available--that

provides fresh insight on the strategic considerations that led to dropping the bomb. From the

debate about whether to invade or continue the conventional bombing of Japan to Tokyo's

agonizing deliberations over surrender and the effects of both low- and high-level radiation

exposure, Walker continues to shed light on one of the most earthshaking moments in

history.Rising above an often polemical debate, the third edition presents an accessible

synthesis of previous work and new research to help make sense of the events that ushered in

the atomic age.

So intelligent is Walker's book, so balanced, economical, lucid, and deeply informed, that those

reading it will never again believe that the decision to drop the bomb was uncomplicated.--

Technology & CultureThe author's ability to cover the most important issues with economy . . .

make[s] this an excellent addition to the literature, particularly useful for beginning students.--

Foreign AffairsWalker's book is the most useful layman's synthesis of the debate in print.--

Bulletin of the Atomic ScientistsPraise for previous editions:"Brief, lucidly written, and

thoroughly documented, this book may well be the best existing report on the decision to use

the bomb. Professional historians as well as undergraduates will find it fascinating.--Isis--This

text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJ. Samuel Walker is a prize-winning

historian and author of books on the history of American foreign policy, nuclear energy, and

college basketball.Eric Martin is an Earphones Award-winning narrator. He has narrated many

dozens of audiobooks in fiction and nonfiction. He is also the host and producer of the award-

winning This American Wife, a popular podcast, and now web series, that features original

comedy and stories, as well as interviews with authors such as Robert Greene and Amy Tan.--

This text refers to the audioCD edition.ReviewPraise for previous editions:"Brief, lucidly written,

and thoroughly documented, this book may well be the best existing report on the decision to

use the bomb. Professional historians as well as undergraduates will find it fascinating.--Isis--

This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Yehezkel Dror, “SOLID BASIS FOR ESSENTIAL LEARNING. This is an excellent treatment of

a world-changing choice by President Truman. It should put to rest emotional judgments on the

past. Instead¸ learning for the future is essential. The author does not do so, choosing – as he

was fully entitled to do -- to study the facts and point out some very disturbing features of

Truman’s decision process, such as: “Truman’s recognition that it the ‘most terrible thing ever

discovered’ did not move him to call a meeting with his most trusted advisers to discuss it. He

did not ask for position papers on the advantages and disadvantages of using, or not using, the

new weapon. He did not seek advice on its potential impact on forcing a quick Japanese

surrender or on affecting the postwar world. … in Truman’s mind, its use did not require lengthy

consideration” (pp. 58-59); and “Five fundamental considerations, all of which grew out of

circumstances that existed in the summer of 1945, moved Truman to use the bombs

immediately, without a great deal of thought and without consulting with his advisers about the

advantages and potential disadvantages of the new weapons: (1) the commitment to ending

the war successfully at the earliest possible moment; (2) the need to justify the effort and

expense of building the atomic bombs; (3) the hope of achieving diplomatic gains in the

growing rivalry with the Soviet Union; (4) the lack of incentives not to use atomic weapons; and

(5) hatred of the Japanese and a desire for vengeance”(p. 92). As a contemplative policy

scientist, I want more – namely lessons how to do better. The following recommendations

clearly emerge from the material presented in this book:1. Presidents should select high-quality

Vice Presidents and keep them fully informed on major issues;2. Novel issues require

innovative thinking. On critical unprecedented choices, diverse opinions should reach the

President and she/he should seek them. Thus, on using novel mass-killing instruments the

views of scientists involved in creating them should be solicitated and presented to the

President.3. Involving moral and spiritual advisors may be appropriate.4. Strategic intelligence

should be involved, warning that perhaps adversaries penetrated security and exploring long-

range implications.5. High-quality concise but broad policy analysis papers should reach rhe



President, without censorship by his inner circle of advisors.6. Most radical of all, authorizing

one person to make fateful decisions is reckless. In this respect the USA and similar

constitutions is unnecessarily gambling with fate for very high stakes. With a Lincoln it works.

But not with a mediocre president like Truman, hpwever trying and well-intended, and all too

many others. Having lost the wars in Vietnam and Afghanistan, the fiasco of the Second Gulf

War, and more, deep rethinking of the Constitution is required, however difficult

politically.Professor Yehezkel DrorThe Hebrew University of Jerusalem”

Chaz, “Fantastic work. I had to read this book as part of a history course I took, but I ended up

enjoying this and learning from it. I highly recommend reading it.”

Patricialwalker, “Knowledge of actual damage, decision making.. Liked the brevity, combined

with facts.”

Desiree' Johnson, “Nice. Great read. Provided an unbiased insight into Truman’s decision to

drop the atomic bomb. Very informative and kept me engaged”

K.G.B. in Az., “Awesome.. Great book. Answered a lot of questions. If your into ww2 get this

book.”

BRCS, “great condition!. Book as described, great condition!”

Gerald J. Mossinghoff, “Five Stars. very ood”

Lucinda Denton, “Five Stars. Just what we were looking for.”

The book by J. Samuel Walker has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 40 people have provided feedback.
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